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Abstract
The Milwaukee School of Engineering (MSOE) and the Additive Manufacturing (AM)
community have an interest in expanding applications of AM and broadening market
opportunities. Specific areas of interest include robotics and fully functional
components/systems. MSOE has developed methods for streamlining the development and
implementation of functional fluid power components/systems, such as Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (fMRI) robotic surgery systems, rescue robotics, and customized form-fit orthotic and
prosthetic devices, all of which have a high power-density and high efficiency with the use of
fluid power. MSOE has defined several of these components and devices as solid state actuators
(SSA) (single, multi-functional components made of diaphragms, bellows, springs etc.) or solid
state actuator systems (SSAS). Prior work has already been done on integrated systems for
robotic prototypes to help determine and improve workspaces, thus allowing designers to make
practical design changes at a low cost. Implementing AM fluid power devices in industry has
also been done, where applications largely include human-machine interaction and biomimetic or
continuum robotics. However, most devices are made up of numerous components in assemblies.
MSOE has made it possible for mechanisms to be fully functional as built and as a single entity.
The implementation and development of SSAs and SSASs are discussed along with practical
design considerations of integrated functional fluid power components.
1. Introduction
1.1.
Purpose
The Authors are presently involved with “Project 2G: Fluid Power Surgery and
Rehabilitation via Compact, Integrated Systems” through the Center for Compact and Efficient
Fluid Power (CCEFP) funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF). Objectives of Project
2G include:
x
x
x
x

Developing fluid power devices for use in an intense magnetic field e.g. MRImachine.
Using MRI imaging for feedback in surgical procedures to reduce invasiveness.
Improve understanding of fluid power to enable compact precision machinery.
Cylinders, valves, and sensors are no longer assembled as separate components in a
machine but are manufactured simultaneously in a compact and integrated system.
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The objective of manufacturing assemblies simultaneously stood out as an application of
AM for MSOE and was the main motive for developing fully functional integrated fluid power
systems via AM.
1.2.

Scope
MSOE’s involvement with Project 2G and knowledge of AM applications with fullyfunctional fluid-power devices led to the initial ideation of several actuator concepts and
systems. Technical challenges developing these mechanisms and machines were identified.
MSOE’s goal was to meet the challenges of Project 2G while addressing technical challenges
associated with additively manufactured integrated functional fluid-power components/systems.
The following challenges with AM and compact integrated fluid-power systems were addressed:
x
x
x

Design for functionality in MRI environment.
Modeling of precise motion.
Challenges with mechanism design & recommendations.

Publications by other institutions have addressed some basic issues with integrated
systems via AM, and those technical challenges are not in the scope of this published work.
However, the integration of actuators in such integrated systems and methods for increasing the
accuracy of integrated functional mechanisms was of a main focus.
1.3.
Background
Using additive manufacturing for integrated mechanisms has several advantages over
using conventional manufacturing methods including optimized multifunctional components that
can use lattice structures to make components more efficient and lightweight [11, 14]. Previous
work by other institutions with integrated mechanisms addressed technical challenges with
tolerance errors as well as providing recommendations for integrated planar and spatial
kinematic chains [4, 5, 12, 18]. Several examples of past mechanisms and joints of integrated
mechanisms are illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Left) Modified spherical joint and universal joint Right) Integrated open loop
chain (robotic finger actuated by SMA wires).
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Research and development on diaphragm & bellows-based actuating elements was
conducted by MSOE, Festo, and other institutions using different manufacturing processes [8,
10, 16, 17, 19]. Figure 2 illustrates a variety of pneumatic powered devices that are made with
SLA, SLS, and silicone castings and hybrid combinations of 2 or more manufacturing processes
[14, 15].

Figure 2: Examples of fluid power additively manufactured devices.
Limited literature is available addressing the technical challenges with the integration of
fluid power actuators combined with pre-assembled integrated mechanisms. Integrated
mechanisms and the use of AM bring rise to design limitations due to tolerances, controllability
and stability of continuum-based actuators and mechanism configurations that result in joint
binding and difficulties with freeing the mechanism.
These technical challenges implementing embedded mechanisms using AM led to the
culmination of ideas to conceive Solid State Actuators (SSA) and Solid State Actuator Systems
(SSASs). The Authors defined SSAs and SSASs as an actuator or actuating system that uses a
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combination of elastic elements (e.g. diaphragms, bellows, springs), integrated fluid circuits,
embedded joints/links, and is manufactured as a single, multi-component, functional system. The
manufacturing can be done with no assembly and in a cost-effective manner using AM. This
method also allows for multiple complex paths of actuation to be achieved from a single
component or system (in addition to traditional linear and rotary actuation).
The development of SSAs and SSASs are presented herein including, modeling of SSAs,
technical challenges encountered with a SSAS, case study of an integrated Gough-Stewart
platform, recommendations for SSASs design, in addition to future work to be pursued on SSAs
and integrated mechanisms.
2. Actuator Development
2.1.
Actuator Conceptualization
The conceptualization of SSAs culminated from the need for the aforementioned compact
fluid power devices, whereby all components such as actuator, sensors, and valving are
manufactured or “grown” in a fully-assembled form. Additive manufacturing was an obvious
solution to the problem, as with laser sintering, one can create complex embedded components
and mechanisms with moving parts. Traditional piston cylinder actuators were not feasible due to
the variety of materials, surface finishes, and tolerances required for efficient and precise
operation of a piston-cylinder actuator. A viable direction for an actuating device was to use a
diaphragm or bellows type actuator. Some prior work with bellows based pneumatic actuators
had been completed at MSOE and elsewhere with AM as well as conventional manufacturing
methods.

Figure 3: Bellows actuators designed and manufactured at MSOE.
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The embedded bellows type actuator was the most feasible type of actuation for
development that could provide stable actuation, with reasonable forces and actuation strokes.
An initial concept was synthesized knowing this, and with the added flexibility of AM, held the
notion of providing complex curvilinear motion paths beyond linear and rotary motion. The first
generation CAD and SLS SSA are depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Initial concept actuator CAD and SLS SSA.
2.2.

Modeling and Characterization
The initial modeling of the SSAs was done by determining the static and dynamic
characteristics of the diaphragms used in the bellows type actuators first with experimental
methods. Diaphragms were designed using a FEA software package and compared to
experimental static displacement results using material properties obtained by Ramos-Grez [13].
After an initial design, experimental methods were used for characterizing the diaphragms
performance. Corrugated diaphragms were designed for the SSA concept to provide linear
deflection characteristics [6, 7]. The corrugated diaphragms used in the embedded bellows are
depicted in two different build orientations in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Y and Z build orientations of corrugated diaphragms (2in. O.D.).
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For the static modeling of the diaphragms, the standard linear spring model was used
since most corrugated diaphragms exhibit linear characteristics. The stiffness of the diaphragm,
the force exerted by the internal pressure, and the axial loading conditions determine the
displacement of the diaphragm, which is defined in equation (1).
(1)
Where P is the internal pressure, Aa is the active internal surface area of the diaphragm, L
is the axial load on the diaphragm, and KD is the stiffness of the diaphragm. However, when
stacking diaphragms in a series as a bellows, the total stiffness of the bellows is lowered and
governed by equation (2) [6].
(2)
Where the stiffness of the bellows is the inverse of the inverse-summation of each
diaphragm stiffness.
Using equation (1) and (2), the displacement can be predicted for diaphragm or bellows
in a solid state actuator. Figure 6 and 7 illustrate the predicted displacements of the corrugated
diaphragms illustrated in Figure 5 built in the Y and Z orientation, respectively.

Figure 6: Y-orientation diaphragm displacement prediction.
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Figure 7: Z-orientation diaphragm displacement prediction.
Theoretically, the governing equation of displacement appears sound, however, due to the
precision required for robotic surgery the uncertainty in the position is also required. The
uncertainty in position of the diaphragm or bellows in an SSA is determined using equation (3).

(3)

Where

, is the uncertainty in displacement measurement to experimentally determine

the diaphragms stiffness, m is the mass or force applied to the diaphragm to experimentally
determine the diaphragms stiffness,
is the uncertainty in pressure measurement,
is the
uncertainty in loading conditions on the bellows or diaphragm, and

is the uncertainty in the

effective internal surface area of the diaphragm.
For an accurate dynamic characterization of a diaphragm or bellows system, the KelvinVoigt viscoelastic model is used to portray the viscoelastic behavior the polyamide material
being used where the free-body-diagram (FBD) of the Kelvin-Voigt model is illustrated below in
Figure 8 [1, 3, 9].
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Figure 8: Kelvin-Voigt viscoelastic FBD model.
The displacement also known as the macroscopic strain on the component and is defined
in equation (4) as determined from the FBD as a function of time.
(4)

and

are material constants that define the viscoelastic characteristics of the material

i.e. creep [3].
The stress in the diaphragm causing the strain is a function of the internal pressure in the
diaphragm and time. The dynamic behavior of the fluid is modeled by considering the choked
flow across a solenoid valve using the sonic trans-conductance equation shown as equation (5)
[15].

(5)

Where P2 is the absolute downstream pressure over the valve, P1 is the valve absolute
upstream pressure, C is the sonic conductance constant, b is the critical pressure ratio, T is the
temperature absolute, γ is the ration of constant-pressure specific heat to the constant-volume
specific heat, and V is the volume of downstream of the valve. The solution of equation (5) using
Euler’s method is illustrated below in equation (6), where step size must be very small, around
one hundredth of a second or less.

(6)
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Combining equation (4) and (6) we have equation (7)
(7)
Using equation (7) and running dynamic test trials, the viscoelastic constants can be
determined by using the method of least-of-squares-fit [2]. Figure 9 depicts some early
experimental results and curve fitting conducted on Z-oriented diaphragms.

Figure 9: Diaphragm displacement response experimental and curve fit results.
Using experimental methods to determine stiffness and viscoelastic coefficients is an
effective method for diaphragm and actuator characterization on a case-by-case basis. The
uncertainty in the materials and changes in sintering machine parameters with complex designs
using AM are difficult to characterize using analytical methods [3, 7].
2.3.

Testing of Characterization
After the first concept was built, validation of open-loop testing was conducted to
validate accuracy of the diaphragm characterization. The orientation of the SSA built was in the
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Z-orientation and the predicted positioning for the SSA was used from the data in Figure 7. The
Z-oriented diaphragms were determined to have a stiffness of KD=43.35 kN/m. Where the
stiffness of the Z-oriented SSA was determined to be KB=4.81 kN/m. Thus, from the
characterization data, the relationships for position as a function of pressure could then be used
in the control software and determine an estimated position of the actuator rod end. Figure 10
illustrates the open loop control and position estimation testing, where the bar meter on the right
hand side of each figure is the estimated actuator position.

Figure 10: SSA open loop control and position estimation.
Initial testing confirmed that the experiemental characterization methods used were
effective in determining real-time actuator rod end position. Therefore, the characterization
method could be implemented in Project 2G demonstrative mechanisms.
3. Actuator System Implementation
3.1.
Case Study: Integrated Gough-Stewart Platform
To demonstrate the feasibility of SSAs in SSASs, a robotic system comprised of two
Gough-Stewart platforms in a series was designed with the use of AM in mind. The tele-operated
multi degree of freedom robotic system was designed such that all the components e.g. actuators,
universal joints, spherical joints, and armatures, were built as one single entity. Considerations of
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capable tolerances with embedded components using laser sintering were taken into account, but
components were designed so clearances were minimized. The separate components, lower
Gough-Stewart platform, SSAs and robotic system CAD are illustrated in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Seperate components, lower platform and CAD.
Implementation of the multi-level Gough-Stewart platform successfully demonstrated the
feasibilty of SSASs, and the use of integrated systems with MRI compatable materials. Figure 12
illustrates the assembled robotic system and it’s operation.

Figure 12: SSAS assembly and operation.
However, the build and implementation of the system did not go without the obstacle of
new technical challenges. There were several factors that made the functionality of the integrated
mechanism challenging. Factors included certain mechanism configurations that caused low
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initial torque to free embedded joints in addition to joint and actuator powder and cake clean out
difficulty due to the mechanism design. This provided qualitative insight to future fully
functional embedded fluid power mechanism designs.
3.2.
Design Recommendations for SLS Integrated Systems
Current limitations of SSASs are joint tolerances and joint cleanout for functionality.
Joint tolerances are limited at best to approximately 0.3mm (0.012 in) with SLS nylon 12. With
acceptable tolerances even larger than these specifications, problems with powder removal and
part fusing can occur. For example, a small design experiment of spherical joints to determine
the best achievable tolerances yielded unexpected results. Figure 13 illustrates a case were a ball
could not be moved inside the socket due to the tightly packed un-sintered powder with
clearances ranging from 0.001 inch to 0.020 inch.

Figure 13: Fused spherical joints with varying tolerances.
Figure 14 shows another study done with spherical joints with a new porous socket
design that allowed for better powder removal.

Figure 14: Modified socket spherical joint study.
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The modified socket in the spherical joints allowed for the cleanout and functionality of
the joint. However, there was an applied torque, T, required to free the joint as Figure 14
illustrates, regardless of how well the joint was cleaned out. This required break-out torque to
free the joints, which was also observed in some pin joint designs, resulted in the lower GoughStewart platform being almost non-functional because the torque applied to the spherical joints
through the acturators was not sufficient as Figure 15 highlights.

Figure 15: Lower Gough-Stewart platfrom problematic spherical joints.
This technical issue should be factored into future fully-functional fluid-power
mechanism designs. The main emphasis is to configure the mechanism in such a way that the
torque at the joints is maximized at their initial position or have the rate of angle change be
maximized in the mechanism at that particular joint, if the joint is problematic. It is also
hypothesized that the amount of surface area in contact with the embedded joint governs this
breakout torque.
4. Conclusions
Implementing SSAs in SSASs illustrate possible functionality for applications such as
MRI robotic surgery, customizable orthotic devices, and other applications with some
improvement with joint tolerances. Using experimental methods of characterizing the
performance of elastic elements in SSA development has aided predicting accurate open loop
control and future closed loop control schemes. Limitations were also discovered in mechanism
designs, where low initial torque at joints may cease functionality in the mechanism and this
must be considered in SSAS design. Mechanical configurations should maximize the rate of
angle change in their initial mechanical configurations to overcome breakout torque.
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4.1.
Future work
Future work involves improving the precision of the SSAs and determining quantifiable
metrics in joint break out torque so designs can be more optimized and take full advantage of
AM for SSASs.
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